Great Basin College

Serving Rural & Frontier Nevada and Beyond

The Gold Standard in the Silver State
• Over 86,000 square miles
• 2 Time Zones
• Multiple Campus & Satellite Locations
• Offer Certificates, Associates and Baccalaureate degrees
Great Basin College:
NSHE’s Online Education Leader

Internet vs Non Internet Enrollment
Duplicated Headcount

Source: Semester Enrollment File
GBC Students

- GBC serves a diverse demographic across rural Nevada with excellence
  - 90% Nevada students
  - Average age 25.2 yrs.
  - 66% Female, 34% male
  - 71% part-time students
  - 43% minority: 21% Hispanic/Latinx, 6% Black, 16% other minorities. 57% white

- GBC provides students at all levels of preparation, a well-lighted pathway to reach their goals for a better quality of life through higher education
  - 619 associates and baccalaureate degrees; 242 skills certificates awarded 2019-2020

- GBC supplies the well-skilled workforce for rural Nevada necessary for economic development as well as advancing innovation through partnerships that create new industries and jobs
Great Basin College
Providing a well skilled rural workforce for over 50 years

- Nursing
- CTE (Career Technical Education) Diesel, Welding, Electrical, Instrumentation, Construction, Manufacturing
- Teacher Education
Maintenance Training Cooperative (MTC)

- Established 1994 to build a highly skilled Nevada workforce
- 60-80 Scholarships of $5,000 each awarded annually
- Paid internships: students working in industry while attending a CTE program
- 10 industry sponsors
GBC and UNR - Collaboration

Mining Center of Excellence

- GBC/UNR Collaboration to improve services & add value to industry needs
- Mining Industry needs assessment
- Summit with industry partners
- Creation of Mining Center of Excellence